The murine Slp gene. Additional evidence that sex-limited protein has no biologic function.
Sex-limited protein (Slp) is a mouse serum protein of unknown function that has approximately 95% amino acid sequence identity with murine complement component C4 but is inactive in the complement pathway. The gene for Slp lies in the S region of the murine H-2 complex adjacent to the gene Cyp21 that encodes the Cytochrome P-450 enzyme steroid 21-hydroxylase. We report the sequence of a 26,307 bp long segment of the mouse genome that includes both the Slp and Cyp21 genes. The sequence reported was assembled from the sequences of three overlapping lambda phage genomic clones from mouse strain B10.WR, which carries four tandem pairs of Slp and Cyp21 genes. We also report the sequence of a fourth lambda clone, 12,539 bp in length, carrying parts of a distinct pair of Slp and Cyp21 genes from B10.WR mice. The Slp gene at 14.3 kb in length is about 1 kb shorter than the C4 gene; this difference is due primarily to absences of a simple repetitive sequence and a middle repetitive MT element in the corresponding introns 14 and 15, respectively. The gene sequence reveals an intron/exon organization identical to that of the murine C4 gene, and also that the 9 nucleotide deletion in exon 18, which appears to be directly responsible for the absence of complement activity, is unrelated to differences in intron sequences. Detailed comparisons of C4 and Slp gene sequences indicate that nucleotide substitutions in the Slp gene are occurring at approximately the same rate in both exons and introns. This implies that the murine Slp gene resembles a pseudogene and supports previously reported evidence that the Slp protein has no biologic function.